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There's a new cat in the house outside of the pantry. "I heard Whomp is a WILD cat!" Soccer

hears from Tipsy the Spider who heard it from Chatter the ladybug who heard it from Dot the

housefly "who saw it with her own seven eyes." When Soccer rushes home to tell his mom, she

warns him not believe everything he hears. But when Soccer has to venture out to meet Tipsy

for a game of checkers, he doesn't take any chances. In his suit of armor (a bike helmet, boxing

gloves, winter boots, and a wooden sword), Soccer stumbles upon a ball of fur that is anything

but "WILD." This adorably illustrated tale from the pantry will entertain children of all ages with

the important lesson of being cautious of rumors.
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This little series is dedicated toJustin and Noah. . . .How blessed I am to have two “little mouse”

grandsons who regularly nibble in my pantry. Darlings, leave all the crumbs you want in Nana’s

house. I'll tidy up later. Always heed Mommy and Daddy’s lessons about staying safe.You are

both loved “a bushel and a peck and a hug around the neck.”~Nana
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Once upon a jar of olives sat a mouse named Soccer MacKenzie. Yes, Soccer. His dad, Mac,

named him after his favorite sport.His mom, Lily, told Soccer, “Your dad almost named you

after his favorite tool—a wrench.”Soccer thought about that for a minute and decided he really

liked his name.

Stinky (Tails from the Pantry), Tails From the Pantry: Meatball, Spud (Tails from the Pantry)

dmslaus, “A favorite in our hone. Love love love Patsy Claremont’s children’s books. I wish I

could find more of them new.”

The book by Patsy Clairmont has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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